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Report Summary: Six major airports are located within the framed image referenced below.Runways at four of the airports are readily detectable. Runways at the other two airportsare not detectable and the locations must be inferred by other means. This variation is
attributed to variation in runway surface composition.
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Six major airports are located within the area covered by this frame. These are, in
the listed order of image coordinates: (1) Forbes Air Force Base, 38-55N95-38W; (2) Olathe
Naval Air Station, 38-50N94-52W; (3) Kansas City International Airport, 39-18N94-45W;
(4) Fairfax Industrial Airport, 39-06N 94-37W; (5) Kansas City Municipal Airport, 39-05N
94-36W; and (6) Richards Gebaur Air Force Base, 38-52N 94-35W.
Of these six airfields, only four (Forbes AFB, NAS Olathe, Richards Gebaur AFB, and
Fairfax Industrial Airport) could be identified by runway configuration on the image. The
runways of both Kansas City Municipal and Kansas City International could not be identified.
Comparison of the six airfields reveals that all have similar runway lengths and widths and,
because of prevailing winds, the main runways are oriented similarly. Therefore, the lengths,
widths, and orientations of the runways apparently do not control detectability. Further
investigation does reveal a difference in runway surface composition and this factor may
closely relate to detectability by controlling reflectivity.
Three image bands (MSS -4, 5, and 6) were analyzed. Detection was most readily
accomplished on MSS-5. The four airfields detectable on band 5 were also detectable on
band 4. MSS-6 did not reveal the presence of airfields without reference to band 5, or prior
knowledge of the presence of these facilities.
Both airfields not readily detectable on band 5 could be located if the interpreter were
familiar with the study area, because associated facilities, i.e., the Boeing 747 overhaul
hangers at KCI ,were detectable but not identifiable on band 5. KCM can be located by
reference to the configuration of the Missouri River.
.-Cost of preparation of this report was two hours interpreter time.
